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Abstract.
We introduce y^ and ¥% translates for functions in
^i(l¡C) andif2(/() where // is a Gaussian measure on a Banach space.
With these translates and the Fourier-Wiener transforms defined by
Cameron and Martin we obtain Wiener's closure theorem in Sf^(ji)
and in ^¡(ji). Using the &,(fi) results we indicate the analogue of
the Wiener-Pitt Tauberian theorems for this setup.

1. Introduction. Let p, be the Wiener measure on C[0, 1] and S£'2(p) be
the space of square integrable Borel functions with respect to p.. For
/eJ5?2(ii), the Fourier-Wiener transform was defined by Cameron and
Martin [3]. In this paper we extend this notion to abstract Wiener
spaces [6] and obtain an analogue of Wiener's closure theorem [10] for
áf2(u). Our main effort however is to obtain an analogue of Wiener's
closure theorem for ^y(p). From this theorem one can easily derive the
Wiener-Pitt Tauberian theorem [8, p. 163].
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we introduce the notation and
sketch the extension of the Fourier-Wiener transform to abstract Wiener
space. In §3 we introduce the ^-closure
theorem. The results on the
^-closure
theorem and the Tauberian theorem are given in the last
section.
2. Preliminaries and notation. Let H be a real separable Hilbert-space
and suppose \\-\\yis a measurable norm [5, p. 374]. Then it is known [6]
that IHIj is weaker than ||-|| on H and the canonical Gaussian distribution
on H induces a Gaussian measure ¡i on the Borel subsets of B, the completion of //under || -1|x. The triple (B, p., ||-||,) is called an abstract Wiener
space [6] with generating Hubert space H.
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If y is in B* (the topological dual of B) then the restriction of y to H
is continuous on H because [|-|jx is weaker than ||-|| on H. Since H is
dense in B, the restriction is a one-to-one linear map of B* into H*.

We shall identify B* with a subset of H* and II* with H. Now 5* is
dense in //* = // since 5* separates points of H, and hence B* is dense
in 5. Furthermore, since B and // are separable we have a countable set
{a„} of B* such that {a„} is an orthonormal basis of H. Here orthogonality
is with respect to inner product in H. For each n, (x, a„), xeB, will mean,
of course, <x„applied to the vector x. Since anEB*^H and ||aj| = l, it
follows that (•, an) is a bounded linear functional on B and that it has
Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance one with respect to
the measure p on B. If hsH, we define
n

(x, h)~ = lim (x, hn)

where (x, A„) = 2ck(x, o.k)

n

k=l

and ck=(h,o.k). We note that {(x,o.k)} is a sequence of independent
Gaussian functions with mean zero and variance one, and 2s°=i cfc<c0,
since hEH and {ocj is complete orthonormal set in H. This implies (x, h)~
exists for almost all xeB and it has a Gaussian distribution with mean
zero and variance ||/i||2. Furthermore, it is easy to show that (x, h)~
equals (x, h) almost everywhere on B if hEB*, (x, h)~ is independent of
the complete orthonormal set used in its definition, and finally, if hu
h2, • • • , h„ are orthonormal then (x, h^f, • • • , (x, hn)~ are independent
Gaussian functions with mean zero and variance one.
If/is a polynomial in the variables {(x, ak)} then we define the FourierWiener transform F of f following Cameron and Martin [2], [3] and

Segal [9] by

(2.1)

JF/0»)= f fQlx + iy) dpt(x) (yEB).
Jb

Here, iff(x)=g((x,
o^), • • • , (x, a^)) where g is a function of N complex
variables, then f(u+iv) = g[(u, a^ + j'O»,ax), • • • , (u, a.N)+i(v, cln)]. Then

by [2, p. 491-492] or [9, p. 121], #" is unitary on the class of all polynomials and

(2.2)

&2f(y)=f(-y).

Hence in view of the Fourier-Hermite expansion [7, p. 436] one can
extend & to be unitary on ^C2(p) such that ^2f(y)=f(—y).
We also
remark that ¡Ff ^can be evaluated as in (2.1) for a much larger class of
functionals than the polynomials indicated.
3. Wiener's theorem for J?'v(pt), 0</»^2.
Let X be the Lebesgue
measure on the Borel subsets of the space of real numbers. The classical
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theorem of N. Wiener says that any translation invariant (closed) subspace of L2(X) consists precisely of those functions whose Fourier transforms vanish on a measurable set. Our purpose in this section is to
generalize Wiener's theorem to J¡C2(p). LetfeJ¡?2(p), then for each heH,

(Uhf)(y)=f(y+h)exp{-Uy,h)~-i

\\h\\2}is called the ^-translate

of/.

It is easy to check by the translation theorem as given in [7, p. 435] that,
for each heH, Uh is a unitary operator on ^2(p.) onto ^2(p). The main
tool of the classical proof is the relation of the Fourier transform of the
translate of a function to the Fourier transform of the function itself.
The following lemma gives the analogous relation forfe£é'2(p).

Lemma 3.1. Letfe^2(p),

then, for each heH,

^(UJ)(y) = exp - ^ (y, h)~Wf(y)
with p-measure one on B.

Proof.
We first assume that/is a polynomial in some of the variables
{(x, a.k):k~^.\) where {a.k}is completely orthonormal in B*çH*. Then
for heH we obtain

^f(y)=J/(V2*+ 00¿fa)
=J /(V2x + iy + /i)expj-i(v/2x+ iy, h)~ - ^j

d/i(x)

-A

■ exp - (y, «)

= \\(UJ)(j2x + iy)dp(x)■expiry, h)~\
= exp^(y,h)~muhf)(y).
Here the translation by heH is handled as indicated due to the translation

theorem [7, p. 435].
For arbitrary/in S£2(p) we proceed as follows. The operators Uh and ¡F
are unitary operators onS£2(¡¿) such that, for each heH and polynomial
/in {(x, 0Lk)},we have the equation

&{Uhf) = eh(-)Ff
where eft(-)=exp{—1'(-, A)~/2} and the equation is understood as =S?2equivalence. Since such polynomials are dense in &2(p) [7, p. 436], the

proof follows.
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The following is our version of Wiener's theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let 2B be a translation invariant closedsubspace of¿¡C2(p) ;
i.e., (7A3Bc2ß?y0/- each hEH. Then there exists a measurable subset E of B

such that 2B=ME where ME={f\fE<£2(p)
forallyEE}.

such that Ff(y)=0

a.e. [p]

Conversely, each MK is translation invariant. Further, MA = MB

if and onlyifp(AAB)=0.
Proof.
The converse being obvious from Lemma 3.1 we proceed to
the direct part. We note that the proof is basically classical. Let 2B be a
translation invariant closed subspace of 3?2(p). Let 9t=J^fflS. Since J^
is unitary, 91 is a closed subspace of áf2(p) and in view of Lemma 3.1,
31 is invariant under multiplication by eh(-). Let P be the orthogonal
projection of^C2(/I)onto 3Î. Then/— Pf _¡_Pgfor all/, gE¿?2(p) and since 3Î
is invariant under multiplication by eh(-), we have, for all hEH,

¡ifix)

Jb

- iPf)ix))iPg)ix)e_h(x) dp(x) = 0.

Since B*<^H, B is separable, and every (complex) measure on B is
uniquely determined by its Fourier transform, the above equation
implies that, for all/ gE^£2(p),

f(x)(Pg)(x) = (Pf)(x)(Pg)(x)

a.e. p.

Interchanging the roles off and g we obtain

f(x)(Pg)(x) = g(x)(P/)(x)
Taking g=l

a.e. p.

we get

(Pf)(x) = <p(x)f(x) a.e. p for all / e &2(p),
where <p(x) is the projection of the function identically one onto 9Î.
But P2=P implies <p2=q>a.e. p. Hence <p(x)=0 or 1 a.e. p and we let
E={x; 9»(x)=0}. Since/e5l iff/=P/= (pf we see that 9Î consists of those
functions which vanish at least on E, giving $B=ME. The uniqueness part
being simple is omitted.

Corollary
3.1 (Wiener [10, p. 267]). Let fE£?2(p) such that
p{y\ (<^/)(v)=0}=0- Then the linear manifold generated by the JS?2translates of fis dense in S£ v(p), 0</»5i2.

Proof.
Since ¿¡?2(p) is dense in £?p(p) is suffices to show the theorem
in the case p=2. Let 2B be the closed subspace of I£2(p) generated by the
j5?2-translates of / Then clearly 2B is translation invariant and since
2Ff(y)^§ with /¿-measure one 2B=M0 where 0 is the empty set. By
definition Mz=SC2(p) so the proof is complete.
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4. Translation in ¿¡Cx(p.) and a Tauberian theorem. The translation
operation Uhf (heH) as used previously is an isometry on 3?2(p) onto
¿2(pt), but it is not an isometry in ^x(p) unless one has the trivial situation «=0. The translation for functions in ¿?y(p.) which is an isom-

etry is the following:

(4.1)

WJ(x) - f(x + h)exp{-(x, h)~ - \(h, «)}

(Ae H).

That it is an isometry from ^Cy(p) onto S£y(p) follows easily from the
translation theorem of Cameron-Martin for this setting [7, p. 435]. As we
shall see later it also behaves nicely with respect to convolution.
Now the Fourier-Wiener transform of the translate Whf (assuming /
is in ¿£2(p.) so that J^/is defined) does not retain the crucial property of
Lemma 3.1. However, if we use a slightly modified Fourier-Wiener
transform we can obtain a similar result.
We now define the .Sfi-Fourier-Wiener transform of a function

feJ?y(p) by
(4.2)

^yf(h) = i exp{/(x, h)~ }f(x)p(dx)
Jb

for heH.

In view of the translation theorem [7, p. 435] we have, for each h0eH,

(4.3)

&y(WhJ)(h) = exp{-,(«„, A)}^/(A)

for « e H.

We are now ready to prove a theorem for the .^-transform
and SPytranslates. As one might guess we make use of Wiener's original theorem
in some way. We also point out that the ^-transform
in (4.2) is closely
related to the Fourier-Wiener transform of Cameron and Martin in [2]
which was subsequently modified in [3] becoming the i?2-transform.
A function /is a tame function on B if there exist vectors «x «2, • • • ,

hkeH such that

f(x) = Y((x,hy)~,---,(x,hkT)
where Y(ux, u2, • • • , uk) is a Borel measurable function on Rk. By orthogonalization of hx, h2, • ■■, hk we can always write a tame function in the

form

(4.4)

f(x)^n(x,tpx)~,---,(x,(pNy)

where cpx,• • • , <pNare orthonormal in H and Y is Borel measurable on
RN. Hence we lose no generality in assuming (4.4) is the case.

Theorem 4.1. Letfe^Cx(p) be of theform (4.4) and &\f"(A)^Ofor all
heH. Then 2IL, the linear manifold generated by the ££y-translates of f

is dense in 3?v(ji)for 0^/7^1.
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Proof.
Let {qjj-.f^N+l}
be an orthonormal set in H such that
{9>¿:/=l} >s complete. Then, using the Fourier-Hermite expansion of
functions in ^2(p) due to Cameron and Martin [4] and appearing in this
generality in Lemma 2.2 of [7], we see that tame functions of the form

(4.5)

L(x) = <D[(x,q>J~, ■• • , (x, q>J~]

(m = 1, 2, • • •)

where LeS£2(¡i) are dense in ^C2(p). Since each element in ^y(p) can be
approximated in i^-norm by a function in ^C2(p) and the ^C2(p)-norm
is greater than the ^-norm
on ^C2(p) it follows that functions of the
form (4.5) are dense in ¿£A\p) with respect to the JSiVnorm. Hence the
theorem is proved if the =S?x-translates approximate any function LE^C2(p)

which is of the form (4.5).
Now any tame function of the form (4.5) with m<N can be written as
a tame function with m=N by simply multiplying ^>(uly ■■■, um) by
Q>i(un+1,• • • , uN)= 1 and hence we can assume m^.N. On the other hand,

if m>N we then write
fix)

= T[(x, ç>x)~, • • •, (x, cpN)~] ■0>2[(x, <pN+1)~,■■■ ,(x, <pj~ ]

where 02(uN+1, • • • , um)=\.

Hence we can assume

without

loss of

generality that m=N.
By assumption we have for h of the form 2*=i ai<Pi, (au a2, ■• • , aN)E

FJ(h)

= | exp{/(x, h)~}f(x)p(dx) jt 0.
Jh

Hence we have

&J{h) = (2n)~mf expjif Oi«iW[(ui>
"', Ml
(4-6)

, j A- .
X exp — - 2 "¿ duu • • •, duN # 0.

Thus the ordinary Fourier transform of
(4.7)

A(o) = (27r)-iV/2lF(»j)exp{-i»j . „}

(0 6 Rjf)

never vanishes on RN. Here we use vu to denote 2iV uPi if M»veRw.
Thus the ordinary translates of (4.7) generate a dense subset of LlN
where L1JVdenotes the integrable Borel functions with respect to Lebesgue
measure on RN. Let L\¡N denote the Borel functions on RN which are
integrable with respect to the Gaussian density

(4.8)

g(v) = (2ttTNI2 expl-li» • v}

(v e RN).

Take an arbitrary tame function LE^C2(p) of the form (4.5) with m=N.
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Then <¡>(v)eL[iNand <S>(v)g(v)eLliN.Take £>0. Then by Wiener's theorem
for Ly N [8, p. 162] there exist translates ty, • • • , tkeRN and constants
Cy, • ■■, ck such that

1

(4.9)

2c,A(i;+ i,)-O(i0g(«0

du < e.

3=1

Using (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9) we see that

(4.10)

J

K

2c/F(» + f,)exp{-i; • t, - \tt • t,} - O(o) g(t>)du < e.
3= 1

Choosing hy,- • ■,hk in the subspace of//generated

by {<plt■• • , 9^} and

such that t¡= [(hj, q>x),• • • , (h¡, cpN)](J—l, • • • , K), (4.10) then implies

(4.11)

1

2c,Whlf(x) - Ux)

dp(x) < £.

3= 1

Hence the tame functions in 3?2(p) of the form (4.5) with m=N can be
approximated in J^-norm by our .^-translates
of/ Since m=N represents the general case SB, is dense in 3?x(p). The proof is now complete since ^Cy(p) is dense in ¿t?p(fi) and the J^-norm
dominates

the ^-distance,

0<p^l.

The function/ei?!^)
is said to be splittable with respect to the complete
orthonormal set {tpk}if there exists a sequence of integers Ny<N2< ■■■
such that, for each integer k,
(4.12)

f(x) = Lk(x)-Yk(x)

a.e. [p]

where Lk(x) = <S>k[(x„<py)~,■■■, (x, q>Nk)~]and Yk is 38k measurable on B
where 38k is the minimal a-algebra generated by the functionals {(•, q>s)~,
;=^+i}-

Remark 4.1.

Since Yk is ^-measurable

on B it follows [1, p. 395]

that there exists a Borel measurable function defined on the space of all
real sequences such that
Yk(x) = F((x, <pNK+y)~,■■■) a.e. [p].

Also from (4.12) and the fact that feSf x(p) we get that Lk, Yk are in
&x(p) providedf-ßO.
We say that feHfx(p) is negligibly split iff is splittable and for every
e>0, there exists a k such that

1

ir\(x)-ii4«(*)<*-

It is easy to see that/is

then the product of tame functions.
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Theorem 4.2. Let fE3?x(p) be negligibly split with respect to the complete orthonormal bases {<pk}in H and assume that (Jr1/)(/j)^0
for all
hEH. Then the linear manifold23L generatedby 3? ^-translates of fis dense in

J2»,0</^1.
Proof. In view of the argument given in the proof of Theorem 4.1
it suffices to prove that one can approximate in ^-norms
functions
LeJí?2(p) of the form (4.5). Take e>0, and suppose L(x) is given. Then
there exists Nk such that Nk^.m and

f HVrx)-

(4.13)

11dp(x) < e.

Jb

Again arguing as in Theorem 4.1 we can now assume that m=Nk. Also
we have

&Jiy)

(4.14)

= ^¿¿yWf^e^12,

y EH.

The above equation holds as indicated since the functionals Lk and Tk
are independent (probabilistic sense). Since ^/(jOs^O we get J^L^yO^O
by (4.14). Now by the proof of Theorem 4.1 there exist constants
ct, c2, • ■■ , cr and vectors hx, h2, • ■■ , hr in the subspace of H generated
by {<Pi,■•• , <pNk}such that

1

(4.15)

^CjWhjLk(x)

-

L(x)

dp(x) < e.

3= 1

In view of Remark 4.1 it follows that

r,(x + h,) = rft(x)

a = i, • • •, r)

and hence
Whif(x) = [WhL(x)] ■Vk(x)
Now Fk and Lk are independent

(j = 1, • • • , r).

(probabilistic

sense) thus (4.13) and

(4.15) imply

f I IciWhff(x)-íciWhjLA:x)dp(x)

Jb

i=\

j=i

■Í

2ciIFA)Lft(x)[r,(x)-l]

dp(x)

B I 3=1

(4.16)

= f I Ic^Mx) Idp(x)■f |I\(x)- 1|dp(x)
Jb I 3=i

Jb

^ [jVwi dp(x)+ el Xe.
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Combining (4.15) and (4.16) along with e>0 being arbitrary completes

the proof.
Remark 4.2.

If/is a tame function of the form (4.4) then/is easily
seen to be negligibly split with respect to the complete orthonormal basis
{<pk}
where {cpx,• ■■, tpN}are as in (4.4). Thus Theorem 4.2 actually implies
Theorem 4.1, but we proved both theorems since a direct proof of Theorem
4.2 would involve about the same amount of effort.
For an example of a function fe££y(pi) which satisfies Theorem 4.2
but not Theorem 4.1 consider

f(x) = exp 24(*> 9?¡fc)~2
where {Xk}is a sequence of positive numbers such that 2*-i^k<$
{tpk}is an orthonormal set in H. Thenfe^y(p),

and

CO

&yf(h) = exp{- 2 (A,9?*)2/2(l- 2Xk)* 0
*=i
and/is negligibly split with respect to {tpk}.
Iff and cpare measurable functions on B we define the convolution off
and cpby the usual formula

(4.17)

/ * <p(x)= f f(y)cp(y- x) dp(y).
Jb

In this setup convolution is not always commutative since the measure p,
is not translation invariant. It does, however, act in a normal way with
respect to translation if we use ^-translates
and we show this in the next

lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose feJ¡fx(p) and cpe£t?^(p). Then
(1) f*tp(x) exists for each x in B,

(2) (Whf)*q>(x)=f*(p(x+h)for each xeB and heH.
Proof.
Since cpis in ^Cx(p) and cp(y—x) is measurable as a function
of y for each xeB the conclusion of (1) is immediate. Now fe^x(p) iff

Whfe^Cy(p) for each heH [7, p. 435] so it follows that Whf*(p(x) exists
on B for each xeH. Further,

Whf*f(x)= Í WJ(y)tp(y- x) dp(y)
Jb

= \ f(y + n)exp{-(x, h)~ - \(h, h)~}cp(y- x) dp(y)
Jb

=

Jb

f(y)<p(y-x-h)

dp(y) =f*<p(x + h)
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where the third equality follows from the translation theorem [7, p. 435].

Hence (2) holds.
We now state a Tauberian theorem for abstract Wiener spaces. Its
proof is exactly as in [10, p. 285] if one uses the definition of convolution
in (4.17) and the ^-translates.
If q>is defined on B we say lim^^ cp(x)=c
if for each e>0 there exists a bounded set E such that \cp(x)—c\<e on

B-E.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose fES£x(p) andßr1f(y)^Q,
q>E¿£„.(p) and c is a constant such that

yEH. Further, assume

\imf*<p(x) = c^J(0).
X-*<X)

Then, iff is negligibly split, we have lim g*(p(x)= c JB g(x) dfx{x)for all
As a final remark we mention that Pitt's
appears in [8, p. 163], can also be proved in this
would define slowly oscillating in terms of a
norm bounded neighborhood of zero. Since
positive /¿-measure the proof is as in [8].

Tauberian theorem, as it
setting. Here, however, we
norm bounded set and a
open subsets of B have
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